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Overview
As the complexity of modern database deployments 
increases more enterprises are deploying MySQL and 
PostgreSQL within Database as a Service (DBaaS) 
environments such as Amazon Aurora.

DBaaS environments are multi-faceted and require 
support to ensure they are optimized for performance 
and cost. Datavail’s Aurora Optimization Offer helps 
you successfully navigate the complexity while 
delivering optimal results. 
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• Ensure your database instances are tuned for optimal performance.

• Make sure you have a  database configured to scale for growth.

• Assist in leveraging new features and functionality.

• Identify and resolve any performance issues related to design, queries, 
schema definitions, and indexing strategies.

• Establish proper ongoing monitoring processes.

• Reduce your Amazon Aurora operational costs.

Datavail’s Amazon Aurora Optimization Offer performs the necessary 
discovery, assessment, and remediation to keep your Aurora databases 
running optimally at the lowest possible cost. Our team of AWS Cloud 
Database experts will conduct either a single assessment or regular 
assessments and perform the required corrective measures. 

Datavail’s approach is designed  to provide the following results:



Assessment
Datavail’s assessment will leverage our expertise, proprietary methodology 
and tools to complete a comprehensive review of your Amazon Aurora 
environment. All findings will be delivered in an Assessment Document 
complete with recommendations for steps that will deliver an optimal 
Aurora environment.

Remediation  
We will review the prioritized recommendations delivered in the 
Assessment Document. From there Datavail will deploy our expertise to 
implement the recommendations and/or work closely with your team to 
deliver on the optimization of your Aurora instances. 

Discovery
Our experts will develop an understanding of your current 
environment and future state requirements including any challenges 
being encountered and use this information to create an 
assessment plan.

Optimize Your 
Amazon Aurora 
Environment Today!
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Datavail is one of the largest database services companies in North America with 
more than 1,000 data experts. Datavail monitors and manages 300,000+ databases 
and applications. As an AWS Advanced Consulting Partner, we’ve helped hundreds 
of customers migrate, optimize and manage client’s workloads to the AWS cloud. 

https://www.datavail.com/technologies/aws-databases/

Engage with Datavail to significantly improve 
your performance and lower your Aurora costs 
through our Amazon Aurora Optimization Offer. 


